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Abstract-A Galerkin method for the approximation of a fourth order integredifferential equation 
is given. Direct implementation will result in a dense stiffness matrix; this difficulty is overcome by 
use of an iteration scheme which is shown to converge to the numerical solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], the following equation is derived to model the vertical displacement V(Z) along a single 
span suspension bridge of length L subjected to a live load p(z): 
s 
L 
c# - v” + cz 4~) dx = P(X), OlxlL, 
v(0) = VPL) = v”(0) = v”(L) = 0. 
(1.1) 
Cl and Cz are positive constants. This equation can conveniently be rewritten as the following 
system: 
J 
L 
-cv$” + 4 + c2 V(X) dx = p(x) 
-v” - ; = 0 (1.2) 
v(0) = v(L) = 4(O) = qqL) = 0. 
Letting &l denote the Sobolev space of L2(0, L) functions with first derivatives in L2(0, L) and 
which vanish at x = 0, L, the variational formulation of (1.2) can be written as 
Find($, v) E fil x k1 so that 
W&d4 + (A$) +c2 [8'Wdx] [~Ld(4dx] =@,+I, VW+ (1.3) 
(u’7 77’) - (6 11) = 07 V7&? 
Here (a,.) represents the L2 inner product. Given a quasi-uniform partition of [0, L], let Sh denote 
the space of piecewise linear polynomials on this grid such that Sh c I%. The standard finite 
element approximation to (1.3) is then given by 
Find (&,vh) E Sh x Sh so that 
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Error estimates for this type of mixed method are given in [2]. Unfortunately, a direct applice 
tion of (1.4) will result in a dense matrix, due to the integral term in the first equation. One way 
to avoid this difficulty is to introduce a new variable to eliminate the integral term altogether, as 
was done in [3]. Another approach, presented in [4], is to use the following iteration: 
<; = 0 
For k = 0, 1,2,. . . find (&‘, ur[+‘) E S” x Sh so that 
Cl ((&“)‘Ph’) +(&",$) = (P,$) - c2(<3), V$E Sh 
((v;+l)',??') - (&+1,7$ = 0, v?? E Sh 
(1.5) 
<;+l = ‘$ + wk+l 
(J 
L 
o ";+l(")dz-g 
) 
. 
Here, wk+i is a suitable iteration parameter (see Section 2). The system of equations (1.5) is 
easily formed (in fact the matrix need only be factored once, and each iteration involves a forward 
and back-solve) and the matrix is sparse; convergence is quick assuming Wk+i is properly chosen. 
In this note, we provide conditions on wk+l which will ensure converge of (&“,u~“) to the 
solution of (1.4). 
2. CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION 
For simplicity, assume that p(z) is a continuous function such that p(z) I 0 on [O,L] (see 
Remark 2.2). Also, we assume that Sh is such that the Discrete Maximum Principle (DMP) can 
be applied in the proof (see [5] for details). 
THEOREM 2.1. There exist parameters Wk > 0, k = 1,2,. . . , so that the sequence of functions 
@k”, .;+l> generated by (1.5) converges pOintWiSe to the solution (c#%, Vh) of (1.4). 
PROOF. We first show by induction that for k = 0, 1,2,. . . we have 
s 
L 
v;“(x) dx 6 <; 5 0. (2.1) 
0 
By our assumptions on p(x) and the DMP, we have from (1.5) with k = 0 that &, 5 0 and hence, 
vi 5 0 on [O, L], which implies 
s 
L 
vi(x) dx < 0 = c$ 
0 
Suppose now that 
s 
L 
v;(x) dx 5 c;--l I 0. 
0 
The last equation in (1.5) then implies 
<$ 5 l$-l < 0. 
Now the equations in (1.5) also imply that 
Cl ((& -&+i)‘,,,) + (& -&“,ti> =cz(c; -c,-‘4) I 
((vi - vk+l)‘, 0’) = (4; - 4k”, 77) > 
SO that by (2.4) and the DMP, the first equation in (2.5) gives 
c%(x) I +:“(x)7 on [O, Ll 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
v?+9 E Sh 
vq E Sh 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Finite Element Approximation 
and the second equation gives 
u;(z) < u;“(z), on [0, L] . 
Now we note that by the Schwartz and Poincare inequalities, 
IJ 
L 
0 
v;“(x) dx - 1” v;(x) dx < L312 (1 (vf[+l - v;)‘(l . 
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(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Similarly, using (2.5), it follows that 
Il( Vh 
k+l - vk)’ 5 L 
II 11 
&+I - &II I GL 1) (4:” - &)‘ll + L II&” - 4511 
L 
< c2L312 I$ - <;-'I =‘&2L3'2 IJ 0 v;(x)dx - [f-l , 
(2.9) 
the last equality following from (1.5). Assume now that wk is chosen so that 
0 <wk 5 min (;, “2”“) - 7 k=1,2,... 
Then from (2.8),(2.9),(2.7), and (2.3) we see that 
(2.10) 
J 
L 
v;+'(x)dx - lLv;(x)d _ 
0 
x <W&2L3 [<;-'-lLv;(x)dx] 5 f [<;-' - lLv;(x)dx] 
(2.11) 
and also 
$-’ - <; = l& < [ :-l-~Lv;(x)dx] 5 f [<;-‘-i’v;(x)dx] . (2.12) 
Adding these two inequalities gives (2.1). 
To conclude the proof, we must now assume that at each step of the iteration, Wk is chosen 
small enough so that 
p(z) - c2c; 50 k = 1,2,. . . . (2.13) 
Then, again using the DMP in (1.5), we have (from(2.6) and (2.7)) that 
&(z) I +;“(z) I 0, 
vfE(z) I v;“(x) IO, 
(2.14) 
on [0, L]. Hence, we have that (&l, vL+l) converges (pointwise) in Sh x Sh, say to functions 
(- > 4h,ch . 
We lastly need to show that are solutions to (1.4). Note that by (2.1) and 
(2.14)~ 
J 
L 
W+ 
0 
v;+'(x)dx 5 <; - lLv;(x)dx =<,k-'+wk Lv;(x)dx-$-l I J - L~jT(x)dx 0 
= (1 - ,A&) <i-l - I” v;(x) dx I . 
(2.15) 
Since 0 < wk < 1, we see that the sequence (<i-l - s,” v:(x) dx) goes to zero in R', and hence 
ci + $ch(x)dx. We th en h ave that (- - ) &, 2)h is a solution of (1.4) by letting k + 0;) in (1.5). I 
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Figure 1. Numerical approximations vi+‘(r) for le = 1,2,. . . ,18. 
REMARK 2.2. The continuity assumption on p(z) is clearly not necessary; all that is required is 
that the entries pj into the right hand side load vector, given by 
J 
L 
Pj = P(z)+j (x) dz~ @j(x) = jth basis function of Sh, 
0 
(2.16) 
satisfy pj < 0 so that the DMP can be applied. 
REMARK 2.3. Numerical experiments suggest that the conditions imposed on Wk in the above 
proof are too stringent, and in fact the iteration converges when Wk is fixed for all iterations, 
wk = w. 
3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 
The above algorithm was tested on a sample problem: On the interval [0,2], the solution to 
(1.4) was approximated with p(z) E -5.0 on a uniform grid of size h = .02. The parameter wk 
was fixed throughout the iteration, wk s .40. The iteration was terminated when 
IVft+l(Zj) - Vk(Zj)l < 10m5, for all grid points Zj. 
Convergence occurred after 18 iterations. A plot of T$+’ (z) versus the iteration number K 
appears in Figure 1; the monotonicity of the iterations (i.e., (2.14)) is apparent. 
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